emrBridge
PRE-EMR SOLUTION

“Converting your paper

Medical practices are faced with an overwhelming amount of business

medical records is a natural

change with the new legislative mandates:

pre-cursor to EMR system

-

- American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA) of 2009

adoption...”

-

- Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health Act
It is essential that healthcare providers take a practical approach to meet these
required changes to save time, money, and avoid potential risks.

Key Benefits


Cost Savings

How does this affect my practice?



HIPPA Compliance

Whether you are a physician or an office manager, you’ve got some big decisions to make.



Increased Security

You’ve probably been hearing a lot about the benefits and potential risks of Electronic Medical



Disaster Recovery

Record (EMR) systems.



Reclaim Space

If you’ve done some preliminary research, you know that complete EMR solutions are



Ease of Use

expensive and take a long time to fully implement. An EMR system is what you eventually
need, but how you get there can be the difference between implementing a successful tool or a
costly failure for your practice.

Where do we begin?
No matter where you are on the continuum of implementing a full-blown EMR system, consider
that migrating paper records and information into an electronic format and establishing the
processes to support such an environment is a proactive step that you can and should take
now.
Converting your paper medical records now will ease the transition to a full EMR system when
the time is right. This electronic conversion represents a natural pre-cursor to EMR system
adoption and a perfect initial step for capitalizing on the incentives of the HITECH Act.
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Key Features

Begin Preparing for the Transition Now



Hosted solution

Higher government incentives are being offered to early adopting healthcare providers. Many



Web based interface

healthcare providers are viewing the HITECH Act as a trigger for improving their technology and



Full-text retrieval

proactively seeking ways to accelerate the transition to electronic records/data. As you assess



File Tracking

the implications of adopting an EMR system into your practice, there are numerous factors to



Full Audit Trail

consider, despite the early adoption incentives.



Full Reporting
An EMR system is just another piece of technology: The result of poor planning or rushed
decision making has the high potential of producing bad results and the system has the
potential to become another major capital investment that doesn’t provide as much value as
anticipated. Stories in the marketplace abound from healthcare providers regarding bad EMR
system implementations. The lesson: don’t jump in too fast. Take the proper time needed to
effectively plan and prepare so that costly and frustrating mistakes are avoided.

Next Steps
So, where do you go from here? Take the first step towards EMR system adoption by
converting paper-based medical records to electronic via emrBridge, our world class pre-EMR
solution. emrBridge easily and securely turns hard copy medical record information into digital
documents that can be assessed, distributed or shared. There’s no more hunting, searching or
waiting for information. With our solution user interface, you can access medical records from
any computer; allowing users to go to one place for information so that they have what they
need, when they need it.
At iBridge, we understand how daunting this type of change can be. That’s why we have tried to
make it as easy as possible for you to make the right determination of next steps. We can help
by coming to your office for a free unbiased assessment. Here’s how the process works:
1.

No Obligation Onsite Assessment

2.

Demonstration

3.

Pre-EMR Readiness

4.

Conversion

5.

On Demand use

.

To find out how emrBridge can help you achieve your clinical and document
management objective s, call 877-235-3096 or visit www.ibridgegroup.com
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